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Abstract: Cooperative behaviors in multi-robot systems emerge as an excellent alternative for
collaboration in search and rescue tasks to accelerate the finding survivors process and avoid risking
additional lives. Although there are still several challenges to be solved, such as communication between
agents, power autonomy, navigation strategies, and detection and classification of survivors, among
others. The research work presented by this paper focuses on the navigation of the robot swarm and
the consensus of the agents applied to the victims detection. The navigation strategy is based on the
application of particle swarm theory, where the robots are the agents of the swarm. The attraction and
repulsion forces that are typical in swarm particle systems are used by the multi-robot system to avoid
obstacles, keep group compact and navigate to a target location. The victims are detected by each agent
separately, however, once the agents agree on the existence of a possible victim, these agents separate
from the general swarm by creating a sub-swarm. The sub-swarm agents use a modified rendezvous
consensus algorithm to perform a formation control around the possible victims and then carry out a
consensus of the information acquired by the sensors with the aim to determine the victim existence.
Several experiments were conducted to test navigation, obstacle avoidance, and search for victims.
Additionally, different situations were simulated with the consensus algorithm. The results show how
swarm theory allows the multi-robot system navigates avoiding obstacles, finding possible victims, and
settling down their possible use in search and rescue operations.

Keywords: swarm-robotics; rendezvous consensus; robot navigation; victim-detection

1. Introduction

Natural disasters and wars are some of the worst events that humanity has had and will have to face,
since in these kinds of situations it is almost impossible to evacuate people in the affected area, causing
many more deaths and having a devasting impact. However, the catastrophe is not the only problem,
considering that after a catastrophe, the area is still dangerous due to issues such as landslides, debris,
damage to the electrical system, and gases, among others. This is a reason rescue teams should be cautious
because their lives are still at risk. It causes the survivor search to take longer losing valuable time, which
is the most important resource in order to keep survivors alive. It opens the door to some researchers
that have taken action in the matter. They involve robotics to help paramedics and rescuers in some
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tasks, improving their performance. For instance, in [1] they show some advantages, disadvantages, and
difficulties that were observed in the use of different robotic platforms that performed SAR (Search And
Rescue) tasks on the World Trade Center terrorist attack. This is a good benchmark for research related to
this matter that is being developed in recent years and it is present in the robotics road-map.

Robotics is presented as a viable alternative thanks to the use of sensors and actuators which allow
to minimize human failures. Taking this into account, some works [2–4] explore the idea of robotics
platforms with a hybrid mechanics design. The proposed mechanism allows the robot to navigate on
land and air avoiding get stuck in complex environments. Additionally, it is worth highlighting the
amount of information that is required to be processed by a single robot in order to satisfying all tasks.
Consequently, some researchers focus on the design of semi-autonomous robots as presented in [5,6].
On the other hand, multi-robot research has shown a different alternative to solve the aforementioned task,
for instance, the advantages of using robotic swarms in exploration tasks is mentioned in [7,8]. Advantages
such as coverage of a larger area in less time in contrast to the use of a single platform. In the same way,
the robustness and flexibility of the robotic swarm is higher than a single robot, considering that if a robot
from the swarm fails or get stuck, the operation and the success of a mission will not be compromised.

As was previously mentioned, robotics has become important in SAR operations. Taking into account
that by using multi-robot systems some tasks such as exploration, mapping, search and location of victims
and classification, among others can be optimized. Tasks related to the exploration of an unknown area
become the first important step in wanting to save lives as well as mapping the area to locate victims.
The work shown in [9,10] uses robot network to accomplish navigation and exploration tasks, making
use of Voronoi tessellation, and graph theory. On the other hand, it is necessary to take into account the
control law that allows a swarm to create attraction towards the victims and repulsion towards obstacles
and robots in order to avoid collisions. This approach is achieved using attractive and repulsive potential
functions as shown in [11], among other works that have been made to solve the different challenges that
entail the exploration task.

Taking into account that it is difficult to have access to a real disaster scenario, it is worth mentioning
that the present work is carried out by simulation. In robotics, simulation has become an essential tool for
research, due to the fact that in recent years simulators have reached a high realistic level in comparison
with the real environment as shown in [12]. On the other hand, simulators allow testing algorithms
without putting people or equipment at risk. In addition, without losing performance if simulator keeps
the necessary characteristics of the real world as shown in [13]. As previously mentioned, is difficult to be
able of performing the algorithm in a real environment, in addition to this, having available a high number
of drones with all the necessary sensors require a huge investment. Reasons why the present algorithm is
carried out in V-Rep, which has a good performance in this kind of tasks that involve the search an rescue.

The main contributions of the present paper are threefold. First, the development of a navigation
swarm system based on the artificial potential approach, which uses attraction and repulsion forces to keep
swarm communication between agents and avoiding collisions, respectively. Additionally, an attraction
force pointing to the location of a possible victim is added to the navigation system in the same way as
proposed in our previous projects [14–16]. Second, the policy of sub-swarm generation when some robots
detect a possible victim, through creating a weighted graph based on the distance in order to perform
a k-nearest algorithm and then break the agents’ links to the main swarm. Finally, with the generated
sub-swarm is performed a control formation algorithm to put all of the agents close to the possible survivor
and then apply a sensor network estimation consensus. The existence of a victim is determined by the
sensor network consensus modeling each sensor with least-squares theory.

The other sections that complete this paper are organized as follows: Section 2, Related Work, in which
the benchmark in robotics search and rescue is exposed. Section 3, Navigation Process, explains how the
navigation algorithm is carried out using artificial potential functions and how the sub-swarm is generated.
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Section 4, Victim Detection, shows how the formation control around the victim is implemented and then
the consensus applied in the sensor network estimation. Section 5, Simulation and Results, shows how the
theory was applied in a swarm of drones through V-rep simulator and finally, Section 6 corresponds to the
document conclusions and some future work alternatives.

2. Related Work

Robotic swarms face a variety of challenges such as navigation, communication and collective decision
making. These challenges generate in the swarm characteristics robustness and reliability to the system
allowing to perform tasks such as exploration and location of targets. In navigation task, there is a great
variety of algorithms such as presented in [17] which addresses the characteristics of different algorithms
based on swarm intelligence found in nature, such as ant colony, swarm of bees, and wolf pack, among
others. The characteristics of the different algorithms generate a great variety of possibilities to choose
according to the needs of the challenge. In [18] they use two bio-inspired algorithms; The first algorithm is
the particle swarm optimization algorithm, which has good results in exploration work, but sometimes
the swarm stagnates in local minima. The second algorithm is the Darwinian particle swarm optimization
algorithm, where the swarm is divided into small sub-swarms which share the best solution with the other
sub-swarms avoiding being trapped in local minima.

As mentioned before, the communication in robotic swarm systems is a research topic that tries
to solve problems such as noise due to interference in the environment, loss of information and
limitations in the transmission distance and bandwidth of the system. In [19] a low resource consumption
communication protocol called RRTLAN is presented which can be implemented in an 8-bit micro
controller. An asynchronous communication protocol is shown in [20]; this protocol was tested on robotic
platforms that search for a moving target using a multi-robot cooperation strategy. In [21] they use
the electrical networks of a collapsed building as a communication channel for a cooperative robotic
system that is performing exploration tasks. In [22] a communication protocol called Chopin is proposed
and implemented, this protocol was implemented using Robotics Operating System (ROS) in real time.
The communication process in a swarm system can be a problem depending on the algorithm implemented,
considering that they are systems that manage a great amount of information.

Given that a robotic swarm system has a large amount of information coming from each agent of
the swarm, a method is required to calculate a consensus value of the acquired information and then
a decision is made collectively. In [23] they present a security system for the detection of the intruders
which makes a consensus among the sensors located in common areas. In image sensors such as thermal
cameras, wireless cameras and security cameras present a large amount of noise due to the environment
and lighting, in [24] they use different data fusion techniques implemented in the pixels of the image
captured from different cameras. This allows giving greater reliability of the information given by the
image resulting from the fusion of the data. On the other hand, platforms designed for search and rescue
work need portable energy sources such as batteries or renewable systems. Energy management is very
important to allow the platform operates as long as possible without interruptions. In [25] an algorithm
is proposed to find an optimal path between two points and using a cross-layer algorithm to improve
energy performance. In [26] they propose a system where the transmission of information is not carried
out without first reaching a consensus among the different agents. The preliminary consensus is made to
eliminate noise faults or malfunction of some sensors and thus achieve energy savings since no redundant
information is transmitted.

Finally, the victim’s detection is the aim of this robotics application. The detection of survivors
trapped under debris is a problem in which robotics can help search and rescue teams, unfortunately,
there are scenarios that are not allowed to perform frequently tests to evaluate the performance of robotic
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systems. In [27] they present a model of the respiratory signal resulting from an ultra-wideband radar,
which allows the detection of this signal through obstacles. In [28] they perform mathematical methods
to separate the signals given by the ultra-wideband radar, allowing the identification of a person’s vital
signs. In [29] they present an app which uses the mobile phones of the rescue teams, allowing to record
the sounds and estimate the victim’s location through the use of a central processing system. Some of the
applications of robotic swarms and cooperative robotics in search and rescue are presented in [30]. Some
of the mentioned applications stand out; the creation of communication networks as in [31] where a swarm
of drones equipped with WIFI and GPS modules is used to create a network, allowing the rescue team
to coordinate the search of survivors in case the local communication system is out of service. Another
application is the recognition of fire zones without compromising the integrity of firefighters. An example
of terrain recognition is exposed in [32] where a 3-dimensional map is created by exchanging information
between the platforms that perform the exploration of the environment.

In consequence of the nature of disasters, it is difficult to test robotics platforms that provide support
to search and rescue tasks. In [33] they use V-REP for the creation of simulation environments, in addition
to this, sensors and actuators can be integrated into predefined or user-created platforms. In [7] present an
analysis of programs that allow the simulation of multi-robot systems for the development of bio-inspired
algorithms. After carrying out the tests in simulation programs, it is necessary to test the prototypes in an
environment with characteristics similar to those found in a disaster. In [34], the Department of National
Security and the National Institute of Standards and Technology are coordinated to design three tests
that will allow the evaluation of requirements identified by rescuers. In [35] they give standards for the
elaboration of a scale scenario and thus be able to analyze the performance of the platforms using sensors
and performance matrices. In [36] they develop a test scenario that emulates a disaster zone in which they
carry out performance tests of a navigation algorithm in multi-robot systems.

As shown previously, Assistance in disaster areas is a fairly large and necessary field of research.
The robots for search and rescue of victims have emerged as a part of the solution to several challenges
that must be solved. When we look at the large number of researches that have been done on the
subject, it seems that everything is done. However, our approach shows that are still details that can be
improved such as, other works use the concept of swarm navigation but almost all of them focuses on
the connectivity maintenance. In this work we allow the system to disconnect agents from the swarm
depending on possible victim detection. In this way, once a possible victim is detected, a group of robots
disconnects from the main swarm that keeps navigating. This sub-swarm determines if there is or not
a victim based on a consensus algorithm. Additionally, other authors consider the detection of a victim
based only on the performance of a sophisticated type of sensor. In this work, after applying a formation
control to sub-swarm, we proposed a classification between victim or false positive based on consensus
approach over a modeled sensor network using minimum least squares theory.

Finally, as a method to test the proposed swarm navigation system, an environment with obstacles,
victims and aerial robotics were simulated using V-Rep [33]. This is virtual robotics environment tool that
allows to proximate to the real implementation approach.

3. Navigation Process

In nature, there are several species that display swarm behavior, such as bacteria, insects, birds, fish,
lions, hyenas, and horses among others. As can be expected, these groups are composed of individuals,
who possess specific distinct capabilities and behaviors, but when they all get together as one group
and operate as such, they will behave differently in order to work as a group. One of the more notable
examples of this group behavior is a swarm of honey bees choosing a place to build a new honeycomb, this
phenomenon was presented by Seeley et. al. in [37], whose paper showed that this swarm behavior, which
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takes place during the spring and summer, it is best exemplified when the colony outgrows its honeycomb
and then proceeds to divide itself to find new grounds and then gets back together as a swarm once it
finds the correct location to build a bigger hive. To be more specific, The new site selection begins with
several hundred scout bees, who leave the colony in search of potential new sites, once the scouts find an
appropriate candidate, they return to the hive in order to report with a wiggle dance where the potential
new place is located. Once the scouts select the correct location from the pre-selected sites, they will steer
the rest of the swarm to the new location by chemical stimulation. After the selection step is completed,
the division process of the hive begins, and the old queen with nearly half of the colony leaves the hive to
build the new one, while a younger queen stays with the other half of the colony in the old honeycomb.

It is also important to highlight that the ability of the swarm to navigate can be affected by a
set of critical factors, such as collisions between themselves, large obstacles in the route, pheromone
communication errors, erroneous scout indications and even poor sense of direction.

We can represent the swarm of bees using graph theory with the application of the concepts worked
on by Mesbahi in [38]. One can describe the system by defining N agents representing each member of the
bee swarm, or in the case of our application a robot, and a connection representing the communication and
transmission of information between the agents, either bees or robots. As mentioned by Mesbahi, we first
need to define the agents of the system (V, E), where V is the set of nodes in the system and E stands for
the topology of the system, we also need to define N(i) as the neighborhood or adjacent nodes to node i.
Regarding the links between the agents, we can describe them as a dynamic system.

It is advantageous to apply graph theory to control swarm behavior, because it allows us to apply
concepts such as the Laplacian matrix, which represents the system and allows the consensus analysis,
connectivity grade calculation, and applying a control law for the whole system. In addition to that,
we assume that the system has moderated sensor noise, links are bidirectional given the capability for any
robot to share and receive information with the agents within own communication range. The design of the
swarm navigation algorithm focuses on the generation of simple navigation rules that are applied to each
of the agents individually. However, the sum of the individual decisions of the agents generates a collective
behavior typical of a swarm. The applied criteria to the simple navigation algorithm of the swarm agents
are based on Reynolds rules [39]. These rules settle down the base conduct for the generation of swarm
behavior, such as (1) avoid collisions with neighbors, (2) match speed and direction with neighbors, and (3)
stay close to neighbors.

Before establishing the interaction policy to fit the Reynolds’ rules, it is necessary to define the
agent concept and the kinematic model of the robotics agent used in the current work. Each agent is
described as a point in the space with position and velocity. We assumed that each agent can detect the
position and velocity of the rest of the swarm agents. The swarm agents interaction is represented by
graphs (V, E) where V = {1, 2, . . . , N} is a set of nodes and E = {(vi, vj) : i, j ∈ V, i 6= j} represents the
communication and sensing topology between the ith agent and each of the other jth swarm agents as
depicted in Appendix A.

The dynamic model employed for the robot is a simple integrator model. Without loss of generality,
since as exposed in [40] it is possible to impose integrator dynamics for multiple robot structures employing
kinematic control

ẋi = ui, (1)

where ẋi represents the linear speed of a robot and u is the control signal applied to the system in order to
impose the desired behavior. The navigation approach in this work consists of the displacement of a robot
swarm through an environment S ∈ R2, in which, on the one hand, we have areas clear to move composed
by the set Sc and on the other hand, So the areas with presence of obstacles that forbid the robots to move
in it (Note that (S = Sc ∪ So).
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Interaction between swarm agents: The interaction of the swarm agents is defined by the attraction and
repulsion strategy allowing the navigation into the environment. This strategy allows the agents to keep
a comfortable distance over the other swarm agents. The attraction parameter tries to maintain in close
proximity every element of the swarm and thus gives the group a mechanism to remain grouped together.
The attraction parameter is defined by (2)

− kaxij (2)

where ka is the attraction force and xij is the distance between the agent i to j, this mechanism can be local
(with a restriction by the sensing range) or global (agents can move other agents from the group regardless
of how far they are).

The repulsion parameter allows the agent to keep a comfortable distance from the other members of
the swarm. This avoids collision between agents when the swarm is moving. The repulsion mechanism
can respond in two different ways. First one, when a comfortable distance is reached and its parameter is
expressed by (3)

[−k(‖xij‖ − d)](xij) (3)

where ‖xij‖ = 2
√
(xi − xj)T(xi − xj), k > 0 is the repulsion magnitude and d is the comfortable distance

between ith agent and the jth agent. On the other hand, if two agents are two close to each other, the
parameter is represented by (4).

krexp(
− 1

2‖xij‖2

r2
s

)(xij) (4)

where kr > 0, represents the repulsion magnitude and rs > 0, is the repulsion range.
Interaction between agents and obstacles: The obstacles produce a repulsion force over the agents.

This repulsion is modeled using (4) where kr > 0, and rs is related to the size of the obstacle.
Interaction between agents and victims: The victims exert an attraction force, where kr < 0 and rs is

proportional to the victims density in the near area.
Sub-Swarm Generation: Every agent is exposed to different attraction and repulsion forces, which

help to keep the swarm coherent and at the same time pushes the swarm towards the goal. The victims
generate an attraction force over close agents and this force can disturb the normal behavior of the swarm
and reduce the velocity of the agents in proximity to the victims. The kr magnitude was put in place so that
it can stop the closest agents to the victims. When agents are navigating close to the victims, at least one
agent must stop near the victims. Once at least one agent has stopped close to the victim and generated
the alarm about victim detection, there is a relevant variation in the process that has to be exposed, which
is the generation of a sub-swarm due to the localization of possible victim. The creation of a sub-swarm its
generated by K-nearest neighbors approach. The K-nearest algorithm behaves as a classifier by selecting
as his name indicates the k closest robots j to robot i. When the neighborhood has been selected we create
a graph Gss = (Vss, Ess) where Vss is composed by the neighbors of robot i and Ess is constructed taking
into account a weighted function Wss : Ess → R in the following way Wss =

1
xij

. Allowing in this way, that
the closer robots have more relevance to the classification of robot i between take itself to the sub-swarm
or remain in the principal.

As can be seen from Figure 1 the sub-swarm process is given when some robots in the network detect
a possible victim. In the instant when a victim is detected the main inconvenience is to decide which
robots will remain at the swarm and which of them will generate a new one. Consequently with the
K-nearest algorithm in Figure 1 is possible to appreciate when a non-filled dot representing the robot that
will be classified as a member of the sub-swarm blue dots or not green dots. It is possible to note that he is
assigned to the sub-swarm becoming to a blue dot and breaking communication links with the rest of the
main swarm.
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Figure 1. Sub-swarm generation.

4. Victim Detection

One of the most investigated approaches in robotics applied to the search and rescue missions is
non-convex environment navigation including collision avoidance, as was shown in the previous section.
Although navigation is really important in search and rescue operations, detection of a victim is the main
task in the mission. This is the reason some techniques for the improvement of victims’ detection using
a mobile robot network have been addressed. Which are formation control and distributed estimation
consensus, with the aim of improving the measurements reliability of victims’ detection coming from
the sensors, based on assigning a better sub-swarm location around the victim and classifying between
victims and false positive carrying out a sensor network consensus, respectively. It is worth mentioning
that each robot has a sensor capable of sensing if somewhere there is a possible victim, giving place to a
sensor network system. In this way, it is not important for the purposes of this project to specify the type
of sensor used in the model.

4.1. Formation Control

Taking into account, that sub-swarms were generated in the navigation process due to some robots
from the robot network detect a possible victim through their sensors and decide to leave the main
swarm to create a new sub-swarm. Consequently, an algorithm capable of relocating all the robots in the
sub-swarm around to the possible victim location is carried out in order to improve measurements from
the sensor network on the detection of a victim. Giving to the sensor network the ability to increase their
probability of well-classifying and avoid that a far robot introduces noise in the consensus. The algorithm
has the capability to bring robots closer to the victims using the rendezvous algorithm and then take agents
to the perimeter of a circle making certain modifications to the rendezvous consensus algorithm exposed
in [38]. In which the Laplacian matrix and the state vector are used, giving rise to the consensus equation
that models the dynamics of the system, expressed in (5), and explained with more detail in Appendix A.
Where the state vector contains the dynamical information of the agents.

ẋ = −Lx (5)

According to [38] the consensus equation shown above will have a space of agreement A ={
X ∈ Rn | xi = xj∀i, j

}
in which, when ẋi = 0 there will be a consensus. On the other hand, in the

time domain, we have x(t) = e−Ltx0 in which, when the limit when t tends to infinity is evaluated and
performing an expansion in Taylor Series is possible to note that except for the first term all the others are
zero. The first term turns out to be x(t) = e−λ1t((u1)

Tx0)u1 letting that the first eigenvalue is zero because
the whole exponential part tends to 1 which causes the following expression ((u1)

Tx0)u1. Extending it to
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all the agents in the graph, we have that the consensus of a non-directed graph is the average of the initial
conditions of the system, this means that the consensus can be written as follows

consensus = ∑
x0i
n

. (6)

Taking into account that this rendezvous consensus allows all agents to reach the same position in the
space, the next step is to guarantee the connection between the agents while the signal control is modified
to reach the goal position for each agent based on the approach shown in [11] which in order to solve the
problem of maintenance communication, artificial potential functions was performed used to guarantee
connectivity and keeping a distance among agents with the aim to avoid collisions. The artificial potential
functions are of the form,

ψij =
1

ρ2
2 − ||xij||2

− 1
||xij||2 − ρ2

1
, (7)

where ψij is the artificial potential function between the agents i and j, ρ2 corresponds to the radius of
connectivity of the agents and xij corresponds to the distance between the agents i and j. From these
functions, the dynamics of the agents is imposed by ẋi = −∑j∈Nσ

i
∇xi ψij, note that this function

tends to infinite when the distance between the agents tends to ρ2. In fact, the more the distance
between agents increases, the more the intensity of the attraction among the robots increments to avoid
communication breaks.

The artificial potential functions approach demonstrates connectivity maintenance by evaluating the
total energy of the graph connections given by

ψ =
1
2

n

∑
i=1

ψi =
1
2

n

∑
i=1

∑
j∈Nσ

i

ψij, (8)

where ψ is the total energy of all the links and ψi corresponds to the energy of all the links concerning the
agent i. From this total energy, it is ascertained whether it is growing, maintaining or reducing with time
from its derivative with respect to time according to

ψ̇ =
1
2

n

∑
i=1

∑
j∈Nσ

i

ẋT
ij∇xi ψij, (9)

demonstrating that the total energy of the links tends to decrease over time and since the energy of the links
grows due to the loss of connectivity, it is also demonstrated that the links are maintained. As expected the
cooperative behavior of agents in a sub swarm converges to the desired location and then they spread out
around the target in a circle formation as shown as follow in Figure 2.

Consequently, as can be seen in Figure 11 agents that have been chosen from the main swarm to
generate a sub-swarm do not have an order in space and some of them can be far from the possible victim.
The fact that some robots could be far from the victim can cause misdetection due to a possible error
in measurements from the sensors produced by noise. As a result of possible errors coming from long
distances between robots and the victim, a formation control is proposed to resolve this inconvenient by
performing a position consensus in the sub-swarm, setting the possible victim as a target point. Once
consensus has been reached, avoiding collisions among robots through a repulsion effect between each
robot to the others, the next step is to perform a consensus in a circle shape around the victim, allowing in
this way that each robot has approximately the same probability to well classifying. Taking into account
that each robot from the sub-swarm has his own sensor to determine if there is or not detecting a victim,
the next step is concerning to a distributed consensus in the sensor network that will be shown in the
next subsection.
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Figure 2. Consensus around a circle.

4.2. Distributed Estimation Consensus

Sensors are one of the most relevant parts for successful a victim detection process, due to that they
are in charge of capturing all information from the environment. It is relevant to note that real sensors also
capture noise in the measurements, which can come from electromagnetic noise, poor conditioning or even
external factors depending on the type of sensors. This is the reason that in the present work, sensors are
modeled using distributed linear least square with the presence of additive zero-mean Gaussian noise as
shown in Figure 3 the sensing of a Gaussian signal without noise and in the presence of noise, respectively,
based on the work presented in [38]. The underlying model involves the estimation of a linear function of
a variable β ∈ Rq which is additively affected by noise εi in each of the n sensors on the network, how was
previously mentioned,

σi = Hiβ + εi, (10)
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where σi, εi ∈ Rpi×1 and Hi ∈ Rpixq in which each value of the vector σi is a measurement channel of ith
sensor, on the other hand, H is assumed to be of rank q which assures that the measurements are not
entirely redundant.
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(a) Sensing without noise in the signal.
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(b) Sensing with noise in the signal.

Figure 3. Additive Gaussian noise applied to a measurements in sensors.

Taking into account that the aim of the Least Squares is to minimize the error, in the centralized case,
we have by isolating it ε = σ− Hβ and then applying the square error ε2 = εε′ = (σ− Hβ)′(σ− Hβ) the
result of which is ε′ε = σ′σ− 2σ′Hβ + β′H′Hβwhich is a function f (β) that depends only on β. In order to
find the local or global minimums it is necessary to find the error gradient and the Hessian matrix, which
in this case are5 f (β) = d f

dβ = −2H′σ + 2H′Hβ, by isolating β it is found a minimum when,

β̂ = (H′H)
−1H′σ, (11)

additionally to verify that is a minimum function, it must satisfy d2 f
d2β

= 2H′H > 0 taking as u a non-null

vector by multiplying u′H′Hu > 0 → (Hu)′(Hu) → ‖Hu‖2 > 0. It is possible to conclude that due to
the Hessian matrix it is always positive because the function is convex, and the critical point is not just a
minimum is the optimum.

Coming back to the distributed sensor network, it can be written as β̂ =
(
∑n

i=1 Hi
′Hi
)−1 (

∑n
i=1 Hi

′σi
)

by solving the follow distributed optimization function
min ∑n

i=1 fi(β)

s.t. β ∈ Rq , as was shown previously each

fi :: Rq → R are convex function as a result the target function is given by the average of the gradient
functions of each node as f ∗ = 1

n ∑n
j=1( fi), taking this into account, it can be evidenced that Equation (6)

has the same form of the following

β̂ =
1
n

n

∑
j=1

σi, (12)

concluding in this way that a consensus among the sensors can be achieved if some condition are satisfied,
considering the iteration of a sensor as β̂i(k + 1) = β̂i(k) + ∆ ∑j∈Ni

wij(β̂ j(k) − β̂i(k)) in which β̂i(k)
illustrate the estimation of sensor i of variable β at time k,

lim
k→∞

β̂i(k) =

(
1
n

n

∑
i=1

σi

)
1, (13)
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if and only if the sensor network is connected and ρ(Lw(G)) < 2
∆ where ρ(Lw(G)) correspond to the

maximum eigenvalue of the graph in absolute values, then the agents on the network will converge to the
average of its initial conditions as shown below in Figure 4.
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(a) Sensor consensus with three agents.
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(b) Sensor consensus with six agents.

Figure 4. Sensor network converging due to the consensus applied.

5. Simulation Results

In order to perform experiments for swarm navigation, sub-swarm generation, and victim detection,
the multi-agent model previously explained was implemented using Matlab and VRep. The Matlab
implementation was performed with the aim to evaluate the proposed mathematical model in different
scenarios and behavioral cases as previously named. VRep was used to perform simulations of the
proposed swarm behavior model over 3D environments with a virtual model of real robots as Drones.
The principal objective of the VRep simulations is to validate the proposed system using a more realistic
environment as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Simulation in a realistic environment and robot platforms using V-Rep.

Six different types of experiments were developed to verify the proposed model in several situations
of navigation, sub-swarm generation, and victim detection. Every experiment is shown in both simulation
environments as named previously (Matlab and VRep). Both types of simulations were performed using
23 agents or Drones respectively. The trace left by the agent is shown as a solid line behind every agent or
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Drone according to the case. The idea of those lines is to show the path followed by every swarm’s robot
and depict the collective behavior generated by the swarm computational model. In Matlab simulations,
the green circles represent the initial locations of the swarm’s agents, the red filled circle is the current
position of the agent, and the red empty circles are a sample location in the agent path through the
simulation time. Next, every experiment is explained in detail and the results are analyzed.

5.1. Obstacle Avoidance

The first version of this experiment is performed using 23 agents and two cases of a single obstacle
avoidance are performed. The first case is a small obstacle as shown in Figure 6. This part of the experiment
depicts how the swarm goes around the obstacle in order to avoid it. In VRep simulation, the small obstacle
is represented by a bunch of trees. This simulation shows how the obstacle is avoided by the swarm’s
drones flying around the trees. This is possible because the obstacle is relatively small and the agents
are able to tolerate the obstacle between the attraction forces. The second version uses a big obstacle as
depicted in Figure 7. In the second case, the agents avoid the obstacle by taking a side path. The big
obstacle is represented by a building in VRep-simulation, where the swarm of drones navigates describing
a side path to the building. This avoiding obstacle strategy occurs because there is not enough space
between the attraction forces to allow broad obstacles to stay in between the agents.
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(a) Small-obstacle avoidance in Matlab. (b) Small-obstacle avoidance in a virtual
environment.

Figure 6. Simulation of robots avoiding small obstacle.
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(a) Large-obstacle avoidance in Matlab. (b) Large-obstacle avoidance in a virtual
environment.

Figure 7. Simulation of robots avoiding large obstacle.
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5.2. Multiple Obstacles

This part of the experiment depicts how the swarm goes around several obstacles in order to avoid
them. This is possible because the obstacles are relatively small and the agents are able to tolerate obstacles
between the attraction forces, as depicted by Figure 8. This case uses nine obstacles distributed throughout
the area between the start point and the goal point. For the virtual environment, obstacles are represented
by nine trees distributed along the search area. It forces the swarm to navigate through obstacles while
avoiding them and moving towards to the goal point. Figure 8 shows the agents navigating and exploring
the zone. At the same time, the path described by every agent is drawn and it depicts the explored area.
VRep Video simulation of the multiple obstacle avoidance in Ref. [41].
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(a) Multi-obstacle avoidance in Matlab. (b) Multi-obstacle avoidance in a virtual
environment.

Figure 8. Simulation of robots avoiding multi-obstacle scenario.

5.3. Victim Localization

This test uses a flat terrain to show how the swarm localizes victims. This process is accomplished
with the use of the sub-swarm generation process. Once an agent has localized a victim, it stops near
the potential victim. At the same time, the swarm stops, because of the attraction force between the
agents. At that moment the process called “Sub-Swarm Generation” detaches the agents that found
victims. The detached agents create a new swarm surrounding the victims. The original swarm restarts its
movement towards the target point and leaves behind the swarm agents that are in charge of the victims.
Figure 9 shows both simulation styles, where the agents stop near the victims and surround them, while
the swarm leaves them behind.
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(a) Victim localization in Matlab. (b) Victim localization in a virtual environment.

Figure 9. Victim localization in convex space.
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5.4. Navigation and Victim Localization

This is a complete case where the swarm navigates through the area full of obstacles and some places
with potential victims. The experiment uses 23 agents and 6 victims distributed in 5 victim places, given
there are 2 victims in the same place as shown by Figure 10 this case depict how the swarm covered the
area navigating through obstacles and localizing potential victims at the same time. The simulation shows
how the proposed model generates sub-swarms with more drones in places where there are more victims
or where the probability of finding victims is greater. This case is represented in the virtual environment
simulation, where there is a place with two victims and the model assigns a sub-swarm with 6 drones.
This victims place has more assigned drones that the other places. VRep Video simulation of Navigation
and Victim Localization in Ref. [42].
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(a) Navigation and victim localization in Matlab. (b) Navigation and victim localization in a
virtual environment.

Figure 10. Navigation and victims localization in environment with presence of obstacles.

5.5. Sub-Swarm Formation for Distributed Estimation Consensus

This experiment shows two cases of possible victims with different detection probability. The first
case presents two victims in an open field with a high probability to be detected by the drone sensors as
shown in Figure 11. Given the victim detection is easy for this case, the swarm is made up of 6 agents
located in the vicinity of the victims. After sub-swarm creation, the consensus and control formation
algorithm is performed as shown in Figure 11 as explained previously in this paper the consensus looks
for to approach every drone to the victim, reducing the uncertainty of sensing factor over the possible
victim. Additionally, the formation control redistributes the drones in a circle around the victim with the
aim to provide better assistance to the victims and balance the sensor measurements. The second case
presents a victim with the body partially covered and a sub-swarm of three agents. The number of agents
for this case is lower than the first case given the difficulty of the victim detection. Once the victim is
detected, the sub-swarm executes the processes of consensus and control formation as shown by Figure 12.
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Figure 11. Formation control applied to 6 agents sub-swarm generated by localization of a victim.

Figure 12. Formation control applied to the 3 agents sub-swarm generated by localization of a victim.
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5.6. Convergence Analysis of the Distributed Estimation Consensus

In order to perform a convergence analysis, it is worth mentioning that the estimation algorithm
was carried out in a computer with the following specs: 7-th generation core-i7 microprocessor, 32 GB
installed memory (RAM) and NVIDIA GEFORCE 940MX. Several simulations were performed with
the aim to know the algorithm performance under different parameter values. The principal parameter
taken into account is the number of agents able to take a measurement, which in this case vary from 3
to 10. Additionally, in the interest to prove the robustness of the estimation algorithm, the measurement
values are settled in a random way. In this way, the convergence of the algorithm depending on the
number of agents is shown in Figure 13. Where it is appreciable how the convergence is affected by the
number of agents. The greater number of agents giving measurements the more time it takes the algorithm
to converge.
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(a) Measurements convergence with 3 agents.
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(b) Measurements convergence with 5 agents.
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(c) Measurements convergence with 7 agents.
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(d) Measurements convergence with 10 agents.

Figure 13. Convergence analysis with variation in the number of agents and random initial values.

As previously mentioned, several simulation scenarios were performed with the purpose of knowing
how the variation of parameters can affect the algorithm convergence. In fact, 30 simulations were carried
out for each variation in the number of agents (3, 5, 7 and 10). The results are summarized in Table 1, where
is appreciable that by increasing the number of agents also increase the iterations number to converge in
the same way the convergence time do. Taking this into account, the mean value µ and standard deviation
σ for each case were calculated. In which, the largest number of experiments converge between the mean
value and the standard deviation, this corresponds to the approximately the 68 percent of the experiments
converge within the interval [µ− σ, µ + σ]. The fact that the standard deviation are not large numbers
shows that the algorithm is kind of robust under changes in its parameters.
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Table 1. Convergence data depending on the number of agents.

Agents Number Average Convergence Iteration Standard Deviation Average Convergence Time

3 176.6 8.3 90.6 (mS)
5 404.9 22.4 103.9 (mS)
7 602.6 39.4 144.5 (mS)

10 1162.4 102.3 226.6 (mS)

5.7. Effective Coverage Area

An important parameter that should be taken into account is the effective coverage area.
This parameter is extremely important due to developed tasks that are related to the search and localization
of human beings in a disaster zone. The idea of swarm drone exploration is supported by the aim to
inspect every small space into the disaster zone at least once by at least one drone. The most insignificant
failure in the exploration can be translated into the loss of human life, so it is preferable that the same area
within the disaster zone be inspected by more than one drone. Generating in this way more robustness to
the task of search and localization, this search and rescue approach gives great importance to the use of a
drone swarm, which seeks to increase the probability of finding victims. The effective coverage area is
defined as a corridor through which the swarm travels. This corridor is as long as the area to explore and
the width depends on the number of drones since the width of the area depends on the number of drones
that are located across the width of the swarm. The width of the coverage area is directly related to factors
such as the number of drones, comfortable distance between drones (d) previously defined in (3), and the
radius of sensors coverage (r) used to perform the inspection and search tasks. In order to analyze the
exploration degree of the covered zone, several experiments were carried out in which the parameter r
was varied in relation to d as shown in Table 2.

The experiment aim is the percentage calculation of the unexplored and explored area by at least one,
two, three, or more drones. Figure 14 shows the simulation of the experiment and the representation of
different degrees of exploration for the areas covered by the drone in its trajectory towards the endpoint.

The Figure 15 shows different experimental cases where the covered area by the swarm is depicted by
several gray color levels through the path to the endpoint. Figure 15 shows how explored area changes
according to the relationship between r and d. In Figure 15 from (a) to (d) is showed the covered area
using a swarm of 23 agents. The covered area increases according to r value approaches to d. Figure 15e,f
shows how the explored area is affected by the swarm agent number. The covered area percentage in
relation to the values of r and d is depicted by Table 2, which describes seven experiments where the rate
between r and d is studied from r = d/15 to r = d. From Table 2 it is concluded that explored area increase
significantly through the increase of the r factor. The equilibrium point is reached when r = d/4 because is
in this point, where 100% and 80% of the entire area is explored by at least two drones.
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Figure 14. Formation control applied to the 3 agents sub-swarm generated by localization of a victim.

(a) Covered Area by 32 Drones with r = d/15 (b) Covered Area by 32 Drones with r = d/7.

(c) Covered Area by 32 Drones with r = d/4. (d) Covered Area by 32 Drones with r = d/2

(e) Covered Area by 7 Drones with r = d/4. (f) Covered Area by 15 Drones with r = d/4.

Figure 15. The covered area by a different number of drones with several relation values between r and d.

Table 2. Percentage of the covered area according to different rate values between r and d.

r Uncovered Covered +2 Drones +3 Drones +4 Drones +5 Drones

d/15 43.10% 56.89% 9.55% 0.0014% 0.0% 0.0%
d/8 13.51% 86.48% 42.01% 4.35% 0.0069% 0.0%
d/5 1.73% 98.26% 73.28% 24.57% 3.06% 0.0%
d/4 0.0% 100% 87.77% 54.55% 20.53% 0.20%
d/3 0.0% 100% 94.34% 80.14% 52.72% 14.56%
d/2 0.0% 100% 98.17% 94.04% 85.42% 71.26%

d 0.0% 100% 100% 100% 97.57% 96.11%
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Table 3 shows how the areas explored by more than one drone increases as the number of drones
increases. This result is quite logical, taking into account that increasing the number of drones also
increases the number of rows in the swarm. In this case, more drones will follow roads similar to the path
taken by the drones of the first rows and they will explore similar disaster zones. The relation between r
and d was selected as r = d/4 with the aim to ensure the covered area close is to 100% and focuses the
results on the percentage of areas explored by more than one drone.

Table 3. Percentage of the covered area according to different swarm size and r = d/4.

Drone Number Uncovered Covered +2 Drones +3 Drones +4 Drones +5 Drones

7 0.0% 100% 93.14% 16.63% 0.01% 0.0%
12 1.02% 98.87% 83.88% 29.8% 5.03% 0.0%
17 0.0% 100% 89.10% 48.48% 11.87% 0.0%
23 0.0% 100% 87.77% 54.55% 20.53% 0.20%

6. Conclusions and Future Work

An algorithm capable of performing some of the main tasks in search and rescue missions using aerial
robotics has been proposed, based on swarm concepts. The algorithm uses the attraction and repulsion
forces approach in order to keep the swarm as compact as possible or to be attracted by victims and at the
same time avoid collisions or keep a minimum distance between agents, respectively. The algorithm uses
the graph theory as the main tool to model and work with the robots’ swarm. On this approach, the nodes
represent the robots or sensor estimations and links are the distance between them or the weighted distance
assigned to their location respect to the victim. Once that behaviors of navigation are achieved in the
swarm, the next step is to create the policy that allows the swarm to generate a sub-swarm and disconnect
the agents in the sub-swarm from the main one. As explained before, the generation of sub-swarm allows
this algorithm to perform two tasks at the same time, which are the classification and assistance to a victim
with the sub-swarm and continue the navigation seeking for more victims using the rest of the swarm.

As expected, the navigation process in a non-convex environment using artificial potential functions
was successful as well as the implementation of sub-swarm generation in order to classify victims. The use
of the k-nearest approach to a weighted graph has a good performance in the generation of sub-swarms
close to a target location which could be a possible victim. The sub-swarm allows the system to perform a
consensus algorithm at the same time that the other agents from the main swarm can still be navigating
looking for more victims. This consensus in order to get closer to the victim and then through formation
control surround it, improving in this way the probability of well victim detection. Once the robots get
better location around the victim, they accomplish an estimator distributed consensus modeling the sensor
by least square approach allowing sub-swarm to evaluate if they are sensing a victim or not.

Several experiments were carried out by using a robot simulator. This system allows using virtual
models of real robots and the creation of environments with obstacles and people as victims whit-in.
The simulation exposes how the algorithm generates a swarm behavior by allocating each robot behavior.
The robots’ swarm were capable of navigating without colliding with obstacles in the environment or with
themselves and generates sub-swarms when they find a victim. Additionally, when a sub-swarm found a
victim is showed how the formation control allows the robots to locate around the victims which is crucial
in order to estimate if there is or not a victim in the place.

As future work, we intend to give more attention to the time-varying dynamical graphs in order to
model extra behaviors concerning to the sub-swarm generation and the inclusion of heterogeneous agents.
On the other hand, it is important to develop an algorithm that allows the system to get information from
the detection of a victim, for instance, use of visual information to determine if the robot is in front of a
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victim. Taking this into account, the next step is to apply this information coming from the sensors in each
robot close to the victim in the distributed estimation consensus algorithm exposed in this work. Finally,
create an algorithm in charge of the global victim localization that allows the system to inform rescuers the
exact localization of a victim.
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Appendix A. Basic Concepts of Graph Theory

The graph theory is a tool that allows working in distributed systems. This means it can help to
model the multi-agent system dynamics, the reason is important to clarify some concepts used through
this work. First of all, let us explain what a graph G = (V, E) could be, It is a representation of agents
that is composed of nodes and links, which represent the agents V = {v1, v2 . . . vi} and the connection or
capability of communication among agents E =

{
v1v1, v1v2 . . . v1vj, v2vj . . . vivj

}
respectively. In the same

way, it is worth to explain concepts as Laplacian of a graph, adjacency and degree matrix. The Laplacian
is composed by the operation between the adjacency matrix and the degree matrix how is shown in
Equation (A1)

L(G) = D(G)− A(G), (A1)

where the adjacency matrix, as its name indicates describes which nodes have a way of connection.
for this case bidirectional, in the case of an undirected graph the way to fill this matrix is shown in
Equation (A2) where ViVj Represents a link among nodes Vi and Vj respectively. On the other hand, the
degree matrix expresses in its main diagonal the number of connections that each node has, how is shown
in Equation (A3).

[A(G)]ij =

{
1 if ViVj ∈ E
0 otherwise

(A2)

D(G) =

din(1)
. . .

dink

 (A3)

Finally another way to represent the laplacian matrix of a directed weighted graph Lw(G) =

dlk(G)W(G)(dlk(G))′ is using the concept of incidence matrix defined as Equation (A4) an the weighted
matrix W(G) = diag([w1, . . . , Wn]

′) where Wi > 0 is the weight on the ith edge from the graph, indexed
consistenly with the column ordering in the corresponding incidence matrix.

dlk(G) :=


+1 if k ∈+i
−1 if k ∈−i
0 otherwise

(A4)
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